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Committee
suggests
lighter pot
penalties

The Civil Rights Committee of
the Michigan House of Representatives has recommended for
passage by the full House a bill
that would remove jail penalties
for use and possession of small
amounts of marijuana.
According to Representative
Perry Bullard, who chairs the
committee, "The Michigan House
of Representatives will vote on
this bill in the near future. People
who are concerned about state
marijuana policy should write
their local state representative
immediately if they want to influence the vote on this issue."
House Bill 5627 removes jail
penalties for the use, possession,
or distribution (not for sale) of up
to 3.5 ounces of marijuana and
sets a maximum fine for these
offenses at $100.

People arrested would receive a
citation similar to a traffic ticket
from the arresting officer, rather
than being arrested and jailed. In
addition, there would be no criminal record for these offenses.
Possession of larger amounts of
^narijuana would be subject to a
maximum 90 days in jail and/or
$100 fine if there is no proof of
intent \o deliver. Penalties for
delivery and possession with
intent to deliver would remain
unchanged at up to four years
imprisonment.
According to Bullard, a recent
national poll reveals that 61 percent of all college students have
tried marijuana. Bullard also said
that under current Michigan law,
young persons are the ones primarily arrested for marijuana
offenses. Over 87 percent of all

drug arrests involve persons age 24
or less, Bullard said.
According to a report issued by
the Department of Health Education and Welfare entitled Marijuana and Health, "from what is
known about the effects of marijuana, its use at the present level
does not constitute a major threat
to public health." The report also

Christmas Tree Fund
surpasses 1975 goal
The yearly charity drive sponsored by the Ministry of Christ's
People, the Christmas Tree Fund,
has once again met and surpassed
its goal. Approximately $1,850
has now been collected toward
the original goal of $1,770.
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stated that there is no conclusive
evidence th^t marijuana use leads
to any physical damage, genetic
defects or physical dependence.
Other states that have passed
similar decriminalization measures
include Oregon, Maine, Colorado,
Alaska, and most recently, California.

Hope College, Holland, Michigan 49423

The money from this year's
fund will provide three months of
room and board for Nyugen Van
Tam,
a Vietnamese student
attending Hope.
Although the drive can be
termed a success, the overwhelming response that greeted last
year's cause was not present this
year. Chaplain William Hillegonds
said that several factors contributed to the student body's lessened enthusiasm. The dramatic
nature of last year's f u n d - t h e
fighting of famine-attracted more
attention, Hilliegonds said.
The recession has left many
students hard-pressed to pay their
own tuition and not as willing to
contribute to the expenses of
someone else. Hillegonds also said,
"I don't think that the only
reason for the drop in giving was
due to the project. There were
organizational problems."
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SAC announces annual
Winter Carnival events
The Social Activities Committee's annual Winter Carnival will
continue today with the judging
of the snow sculptures at 3 p.m.,
r^d at 4 p.m. the "dog" sled races
will be held.
The event consists of six
people pulling a saucer or sled
with one person riding through an
obstacle course in the Pine Grove.
Rules for the races may be picked
up in the SAC office and you
must register in the Pine Grove by
3:45 p.m.
Carnival Night will be held
throughout the DeWitt Cultural
Center starting at 9 p.m. The
evening will feature a variety of
early American activities sponsored by various campus organiza-

tions.
At the same time, Colonial
American folk-singer George Britton will be performing in the Pit.
Admission to these events are
free to those students who come
dressed in costumes befitting the
theme of "1776." Admission is $1
for all others.
From 12:30 until 3:30 there
will be a dance featuring the band
"All in Love" in the Kletz area of
the DWCC; admission is free.
The dance is sponsored by 1FC
and PenHel.
On Saturday, at 7 and 10 p.m.,
the movie J 776 will be shown in
Winant's Auditorium; admission is
$1.

Students dismayed
over schedule
For the first time in recent
years, second semester classes began on a Monday to the dismay of
many students who had to spend
the weekend traveling and start
classes without books or supplies.
Student reaction to the early
return was mixed. Many students
returned on Friday and Saturday
only to find that the bookstore

Rambough to
give lectures
on Fri., Sat.
The psychology department
will sponsor two colloquia today
and tomorrow by Dr. Duane
Rumbaugh of Yerkes Primate
Center and Georgia State University.
This afternoon at 3:30 in Peale
Science Center 050, Rumbaugh's
presentation will be on "Language
Learning by Lana Chimpanzee."
Tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. in the
same room, his topic will be "Theory of Cognitive Evolution." He
will also speak on language acquisition research and its application
to teaching language to retarded
children.

would not be opened until Monday morning.
Most teachers that were questioned were somewhat indifferent
to the change and some even said
they liked starting on Monday
better.
Class scheduling is generally
determined by the Administrative
Affairs Board based on several
considerations, such as holidays,
breaks and a required number of
teaching days.
'Associate Professor of Education Dr. Carl Schackow, chair of
the AdAB, could offer no explanation for the unusual starting
date as it was last year'^ AdAB
membership who set tfiis year's
schedule..
Available records, which date
back to 1906, show that Hope has
never begun second semester
classes on a Monday. However, up
to a few years ago, Hope's first
semester did not end until the last
week of January with the second
semester beginning the next week.
Even under this arrangement
classes were generally resumed on
Tuesday, with Christmas break
also ending somewhere in the middle of the week.
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THE SAGA SPECIAL-Hope students hit the slopes singly and in trayns at Tuesday's traying party that
kicked off this year s Winter Carnival. Activities including movies, a dance and a snow sculpture contest
round out the festivities this week-end.

AdAB changes rule

Elect student to chair CLB
December,
1975,
brought
Hope an as yet unrealized Christmas bonus-Dave Teater, recently
elected to chair the Campus Life
Board.
Though nominated earlier in
the year, obstacles preventing
Teater's election arose in the form
of a statement in the faculty
handbook allowing only faculty
and administrators to chair policymaking boards.
The Administrative Affairs
Board voted in December to
change that rule on a one-year
trial basis.
According to Teater, the
AdAB's decision permitting his
election will "bring out student
insight." Although his new role is
directed toward the reviewing of
proposals rather than the formation of proposals, he. said that
"student members of the CLB
may feel more comfortable voicing their opinions during discus-

DAVE TEATER
sion than they previously did, but
changes in the decisions made
remains to be seen."
No meetings have been held
since his election, but Teater is
optimistic about several issues
coming up for review this semester.
A proposal from the dean of

students office will be discussed
and possibly supported by Student Congress. The proposal
would change existing regulations
concerning the use of alcoholic
beverages in dorms.
"It's hard to say what I can
actually do since I haven't really
begun. We'll just have to wait and
see," Teater said.
Teater would like to see more
participation both on the part of
committees under the CLB's jurisdiction and the student body as a
whole.
"Students are apathetic toward
their future and life on campus.
Most don't even understand the
decision-making system. This attitude frustrates those who are
involved and places them on the
defensive because of uncertainty
concerning the support of the
students themselves behind the
ideas and proposals being worked
for. We need input."
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24.5% decrease reported

Holland pool
open to students
The
Holland
Community
Swimming Pool will be available
to Hope students for competitive
or non-competitive swimming on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 8:30 to 9:30.
' Persons interested can sign up
in Carnegie Gymnasium. There is
a $10 fee which covers the cost of
a person's entire semester of
swimming.
Transportation will be provided to and from the pool Further information can be obtained
by calling extension 2731 or
2724.

DEL'S GUITAR
GALLERY

Fed. govt, cuts energy use
186 River Avenue
Stop by and try your kick i t
'Pinball-featuring the "Wizard"
•Air Hockey
•Electronic Games
•Football
Hours: Monday through Friday
6-9 p.m.
Saturday
noon 'till 10 p.m.

GUITAR CONSTRUCTION
REPAIR AND SALES
23—E. 8th, HOLLAND, MICH.

The federal government has
reduced its consumption of
energy by 24.5 percent over the
last two years, the Conservation
News reports. Citing a report
made by the Federal Energy
Administration, the Conservation
News- said that the savings are
equal to 164 million barrels of oil.
The savings have nationwide
significance, as the federal government alone uses almost three percent of all energy used in the
United States. "Even more important is the fact that the federal
program proves that energy conservation can make a difference,"
the Conservation News said.
Measures used by the government included lowering heating

and raising air conditioning temperatures, lowering lighting intensities where acceptable and
reducing driving speed of govern-

ment vehicles.
The Conservation News is published by the National Wildlife
Federation.

NO-WAX CROSS COUNTRY RENTALS
• *1.00 OFF WITH HOPE IJ).

mv
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY 9 'til 9
Tues., Thurs., Saurday 9 : 3 0 - 5 : 3 0 P.M....River at 11th

NEW GUITARS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES...!!!
MARTIN-YAMAHA
GUILD-IBANEZ
Get Our Deal Before You Buy
Also Used Instruments

those were the days

MEYER
M0SIC STORE

put our best foot forward

17 W. 8th, Street, Holland
In an effort to introduce variety and novelty into the anchor, "those
were the days" will be a regular column featuring personal essays. But
we don't want to write them every week. Students, faculty and
administrators are encouraged to submit your reminiscences about your
own good old days.
\

by Robert Eckert
On one particular Veteran's
Day we played kickball from nine
in the morning until five thirty in
the afternoon. That was the
record. Every day of every summer, every weekend of every fall
and spring, and every one of those
Wonderful days off from school
that no one understood-the annual two day Teachers' Convention, for example-we tried to
beat the record.
We, all the kids in the neighborhood, always played in my
family's backyaixi. Although it
wasn't the biggest yard on theblock it was the best suited for
the game. Kenney's yard was
much bigger but there was a huge
silver maple where the^ pitcher's
mound should have been. Joni's
was also bigger but it was divided
in thirds by two sidewalks.
One sidewalk divided our yard
in halves, which made it easier to
determine where the bases should
be. Our family also had the most
children, four. We were conveniently spaced two to three years
apart, so our backyard was a
natural gathering place for all the
only-children on the block. Ken«ney was my age, Timmy my older
sister's, Lindsey my brother's, and
Ricky Barton my oldest sister's,
(He was always Ricky Barton,
never just R k k y . )
TfirJrKaii of course, is
played with feet instead of bats,
The balls we used were volleyballs, basketballs or soccer bails
depending on who got what for
Christmas or a recent birthday,
Kickball rules vary with every
backyard. Our ball park, like any
other, had certain ground rules,
Kicking the ball into the yards on
either side of ours was an automatic o u t It was an unfair tactic
as the fielder had to spend extra
tune climbing over fences. More
importantly, my mother didn't
Kke us to run through the neighbors'yards.
Kicking the ball one yard farther on either side was an automatic three outs. That rule recuted out of self-preservation,
One of the yards enclosed six
beehives and within the fences of

the o t h e r . were the two most
feared mongrels on the block.
There was a yard behind ours,
across the alley, that was also
off-limits. Kicking the ball into
the Chad's yard was not only
three outs, but sometimes the end
of the game as well. More than
once the old geezers had refused
to return a ball to us. (They never
gave candy on Halloween, either.)
Often the most respected rule
was one my mother enforced. The
game ended if anyone hit the
clothes wires that ran from the
back of the house to the garage,
The wires shook against the house
like a vibrating tuning fork. When
the wires were hit we dashed
frantically to quiet them before
my mother had a chance to feel
the windows rattle.
Carl was probably the most
consistent player. Whenever he
was a team captain he displayed
his unfortunate ability to choose a
losing team. He never had a winner. Through the summers, losing
began to affect him rather sevferely. When his team was beaten
especially badly, for example, he
would dive to the ground, kicking,
screaming and pulling grass out of
the yard. Perhaps that's how the
bare spots which served as first and
third bases were started. Some
said that Carl even pulled out a
clump of his wiry hair once. But
he was the extreme; most of us
never got past arguing over who
was out or safe.
One rule that caused a number
of those arguments was that the
offensive team was required to
provide a catcher for plays at
home plate. If the catcher put a
player out, his teammates accused
him of traitorism, and if he missed
an out, the opposing team
shouted protests of intentional
laxness. No matter how vicious
the charges or how inflamed the
charger, however, we all were sensitive to the chargee's real job,
protecting the frail wood shingles
of the back of our house from an
errant ball
The back of the house was just
one of the many obstacles that
ball throwers and base runners
had to overcome. Behind first

base was a rose bush that punctured many good balls and many
good fingers. Our swing set
seemed to thrust one of its legs
directly in the path of base runners coming from third to home
on every crucial play. The garage
window was a consideration until
a ball off my foot, like a sparrow
flying into a picture window, mistook it for thin air to vanish into.
My father decided not to replace
it- '
The outfield featured another
of our ball park's inconveniences.
Located in the alley behind the
garage, the outfield was the most
difficult position to play. The
alley sloped downward, until it
leveled off behind our garage.
Rocks, pebbles and broken glass
rolled down the alley and settled
in a dusty, dirty pile in the middle
of center field. Standing behind
the garage in a pile of gravel,
where he couldn't se6 the action
of the game, the outfielder had to
wait patiently and attentively for
the cry of "it's coming over" and
then search the sky as quickly as
possible trying to judge by the
sound of the kick if he should
expect a roller-a ball kicked just
hard enough to roll across the
garage r o o f - o r a f l y e r - a ball
kicked hard enough to shoot over
the garage in the air. If he mistakenly judged the ball to be a
roller, he would invariably slip in
the gravel and scrape his knee as
he scrambled to field the flyer. An
outfielder also had to be trustworthy. Kim was a good outfielder. He was a minister's son, so
of course he would never lie about
catching the ball.
Pitching was the favorite position and the stubbornness of two
young Whitey Fords delayed more
games
than
anything.
The
pitcher's mound was located on

the sidwalk somewhere between
the garage end, spray-painted
shocking pink by my brother to
illuminate second base, and the
house end which served as home
plate.
Pitching must have had some
sort of masochistic appeal as the
pitcher was the most heckled person on the field. His own teammates blamed him for home runs
and the other team harassed him
when his pitching was sloppy.
"We want a pitcher, not a glass of
water," was a favorite for pitches
that missed home plate. Bouncing
pitches were met with "What do
you expect me to kick it with, my
knee?" The tactic of most pitchers was to roll the ball so hard the
kicker was too concerned (or the
safety of his toes to concentrate
on kicking well. The classic challenge from kickers who couldn't
be intimidated was "the harder
they come, the farther they go."
Pitchers were
always dumb
enough to accept the challenge.
If we managed an afternoon
without hitting the wires, and if
the person who owned the ball
wasn't called to supper early, the
game ended when my father
emerged from the garage after a
hard day at work and strolled
slowly from second base to home
plate. No one dared to be impatient. If we hadn't hit the house
he was happy to see us. If a
telltale splinter evidenced our bad
aim that day he'd say quiet)y to
the player nearest him, "Why
can't you kids play in somebody
else's yard and - tear . up their
house?" Obviously, he didn't appreciate the appropriateness of a
small yard with overhead wires, a
garage blocking center field, the
threat of vicious bees, dogs or
neighbors, and sundry other dangers for an afternoon of kickball
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HAPPY
HOUR!
M0N-THURS., 4-6 PM
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.PROF HERE AND
SNOW HIM CHEAP...!

Crazy Horse
200 E. 8th, HOLLAND
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•NATURAL DRIFTWOOD
LEATHER WITH
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Back to the Gospel
\
by K. Gary Hasek
and Tom Westervelt
Josh McDowell tells the following story:
The modem theologians Barth and Bonhoeffer and Bruner and Bultmann and Tillich met the
Lord Jesus. Afid the Lord asked these famed and
illustrious theologians, "Who do men say that I
am?"
And the theologians responded, "Some say
that you are John the Baptist raised from the
dead. Some say you are Jeremiah or one of the
prophets. And even some say you are the Christ,
the Son of God."
Then the Lord said to the theologians, "But
who do you say that I am?" And Barth and
Bonhoeffer and Brunner and Bultmann and
Tillich chorused back their learned answers.
"Thou art the leap of faith into the impenetrable
unknown. Thou art the existential, unphraseable,
unverbalized, unpropositional confrontation with
the infinitude of inherent subjective existence."
And the Lord looked. at them, and said,
"Huh?" >
This tale raises a critically important question for
a college community which claims a special "religious
dimension." Who is Jesus Christ and what is His
message?
There is of course a great variety of answers, as
the above story illustrates. It is our belief that the
truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ has been
tragically buried and disregarded through ignorance
and prejudice on all fronts, ranging from conservative evangelicals to liberal theologians.
If there is one truth of Christianity that cannot
be discarded, k is the Gospel. If there is one
doctrine by which I may judge your "faith," it is
the Gospel. And if there is one doctrine which has
been most dangerously misunderstood and under-

CONTINUED ON FRIDAY 18 THE
ORIGINAL..,
emphasized, it is the Gospel.
The simple truth of the Gospel may be summed
up in the words "substitutionary atonement." God,
whose absolute justice demands punishment for our
failure to keep His perfect Law, is equally strongly
motivated to show mercy to us.
Only in Jesus Christ can God be true to His own
ftature by being both just and the justifier of the
one who has faith in Jesus, for the full weight of the
punishment for our sins fell on our innocent
Substitute on the cross, and Christ's perfect righteousness is freely imputed to us by the Judge when
we respond in faith to God in a personal way. So
the Son of Man came to "give His life a ransom for
many," as God "made Him who knew no sin to be
sin on our behalf, that we might become the
righteousness of God in Him."
Yet it seems that man is ever willing for one
reason or another to subtract this mystery from
Christianity and substitute his own ideas, either
intentional^ o* otherwise. A membership manual of
a church in the United Church of Christ defines a
Christian as a "Christ-follower."
Pentecostals promise thrill after thrill in the
Christian life. Liberal theologians delete the Gospel
from the Bible and write elaborate treatises t6 try t a
explain what is left. And the College catalog assures
us that Hope "encourages the development of whole
persons," whatever that means. Where, we ask, has
the Gospel gone?
It is time that we return to the balanced Biblical
perspective of God's justice and mercy. We must
dethrone Man and return Christ to the center of the
Christian message. Most important, we must allow
the Gospel to call all that we do and all that we
teach into question.
This column will be one attempt to do that.

MSURCB PMTRS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGUTE RESEARCH
~

1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90026
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Looking for Something
New and Different?
i

WE HAVE SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!

GIFTS - BRIEFS AND ATTACHE CHASES
STATIONERY - SCHOOL AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
SCRAP BOOKS - PHOTO ALBUMS
PLAYING CARDS - CHESS SETS
GAMES-PUZZLES
. HALLMARK CARDS AND PARTY GOODS
LARGEST SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
ANYWHERE...h

We Cash
Personal Checks

STATIONERS
DOWNTOWN, NEXT TO PENNEY'S

ON THE MALL
IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN HOLLAND
•

\/

ANONOH..,

FLAMING
HOG
NIGHT
AT CORAL GABLES
OLD CROW BAR
SAUGATUCK, MICHIGAN
\

s,

You Can't Beat It!
40c DRINKS AND 40c BEERS
$1.00 ADMISSION - 8 'TIL 10:30
BIG JAM SESSION SUNDAYS AT 4:00 P.M

HELP WANTED
GUYS AND DOLLS. WAITERS AND WAITRESSES

Update-de velopment

Phys. ed. center nears goal
J T v e been working with student affairs for 20 years. When
you get to be my age it's nice to
have a little change. It's exciting
to have a new and different kind
of responsibility," said Vice President of Admissions, College Relations and Development Robert
DeYoung. Before this year he had
been vice president for student
affairs.
"The administration felt it
would be wise to take the external
programs and put them under one
umbrella. It started as an experiment in September and so far it
has worked well enough to give
me encouragement," DeYoung
commented.
DeYoung has been responsible
for admissions and college relations in the past but the fundraising job had been left to the
president's office. DeYoung has
become quite involved in the fund
raising for Hope's new physical
education center.
"We got a $500,000 grant from
. Dow, Alumni giving is 50 percent
more this year, gifts from friends
are up 45 percent, and we've
received $350,000 in pledges from
churches all over the ^country
since last fall," DeYoung said.

Prints shown
at Calvin
A collection of original Currier
and Ives prints is currently on
display at the Calvin College
Center Art Gallery. The exhibition, on loan from the Nationwide
Insurance Company, consists of
3 5 large folio color prints and will
be shown through Feb. 14.
Gallery hours are Monday
throdgh Friday, 9 a,m. to 9 p.m.
and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission is free.

Under DeYoung's direction,
Director of College Relations Tom
Renner and Norm Timmer, John
Norstrom, Vem Schipper and Ray
VanTuinen, of the development
office, have been working hard
raising funds for the center and
handling contributions. ,
Besides those appointed to the
task "faculty and students have
gone beyond the call of duty and
spent a lot of energy calling on
churches and carrying out money-

making projects. One student recently talked to me about holding
a raffle for a television set,"
DeYoung said.
"We have raised $2.4 million of
the needed $3.2 million. We plan
to have all v the money before
breaking ground; it is not the time
to go into heavy debt. The building will take about 6 months to
design and 18 months to build. It
should be ready for use by the fall
of 1978," DeYoung stated.

Ski Sale-50% OFF!
Yamaha-$105- $52.,...Hart - $175- $87.50
MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

fGUuMe.

mm

OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY 9 ' t i l 9
Tues., Thurs., Saturday 9 : 3 0 - 5 : 3 0 P.M., ...River at 11th

M OFF!
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\.

SPORTSWEAR - JEANS
BLOUSES-SLACKS
***««***«***«**«*««««
* *

Put Fire
n Yow Diet..
UNPROCESSED
MILLERS BRAN
ONLY...39c per lb.

*«*«««**«*«««*

ALL SALES
FINAL!
DUMEZ
BROTHERS
31-33 EAST 8th STREET
b.
:(

PEP-UP
HEALTH FOODS
143 DOUGLAS AVENUE
(In Alpine Village)
Monday-Thursday, 10-6
Friday 'til 9 pm
7
PHONE: 3964892
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Letter from the editor
It seems the most pressing debate in
recent anchors has been over the worth and
validity of
paper as a piece of legitimate journalism. We hope that debate
continues. It's encouraging to hear compliments and helpful to hear criticisms. Hope
students pay for the anchor so they have
every right to comment on it, negatively or
positively.

\

our
comments

y

You won't hear us avoiding the issue
this semester by saying, "If you don't like
it, do it yourself." *
You're footing the bill; you have every
right to express your disapproval if you
don't think you're getting your money's
worth. But, you will hear us asking for
specific comments. It does little good to
say the paper stinks, or.the paper is terrific.
without saying what about the paper
inspired either description. Tell us which

articles you don't like so we can refrain
from printing them and which ones you do
like so we can keep up the good work.
Tell us your ideas. If something happens
you think the campus needs to know
about, or if there are features you think
need to be written, contact someone on
the staff. We can't print what you want
until we know what you want.
That's what we're asking you to do
generally. Specifically, we would like Hope
students to answer the question, "What do
you think most needs to be changed at
Hope?" Call the anchor office next Tuesday or Wednesday night any time after 7
p- m We will investigate and report on what
students cite most often as needing change.
We'll follow it through as far as we possibly
can. If a proposal to one of the policy
making boards is called for, we'll make the
proposal. If it's just a matter of getting
answers, we'll keep asking questions until
we've gotten them.
You pay for the anchor. Our task is to
report news that affects and interests you.
We'll never know if we've fulfilled our
obligations without specific feedback from
(pur readers.
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Letters

Detente-false security'
Besides the obvious fact that the defen-'
sive weapons of the United States may
unfortunately be utilized in the killing of
people, it must be observed that the
pouring of potentially life-saving human
blood upon such weapons constitutes a
most heinous crime.

your
comments
What is being questioned here though is
not the atrocity of either of the former
acts mentioned, but rather the vandalism
underlying the latter act itself-an act
which was called "an act of peace"
("Former Student Goes to Jail," anchor,
Nov. 21, 1975) which, in time of war,
would have most assuredly resulted in the
hanging of the perpetrators.
"Who will warn the people now? Who
will rise to speak the truth and to resist the
evil? I will, Mr. Pontier, by saying that such
insidious "acts of peace" as yours can only
continue to lead this great country of ours
further down the road of detente and, in
the final analysis, into Soviet hands. Such
acts will eventually allow the Soviets to
bury us.
Absurd? Maybe, but only if one fails to
look closely at the facts.
Consider Russia's stockpiling of American grain and Iranian oil while sandbagging
its own resources-resources which will be
used against us when ours run short.
Consider Russia's dependence upon capitalism for the bulk of its domestic needs and
technology-where would Russia be without it? Consider the fear China, the most
heavily populated communist country in
the world, has of Soviet domination trying
to assert its influence not only from the
north but also from Indochina to the
south.
Consider die policy of detente and the
SALT treaty which Russia continues to
violate by increasing its military strength to
such a degree that America is quickly
becoming a second rate world power.
Cutbacks in defense expenditures, partially
as a result of detente, are also aiding this
decline in American military strength.
America has been lulled into a false
sense of security by detente, SALT, et aJ.
and you'd better well believe that the
Russians are making use of this to our
disadvantage while we and the rest of the
free world stand by ^helplessly watching it
happen.
So, Mr. Pontier and company, think
about the consequences of your "acts of
peace" before you carry them o u t Unless,
of caurse, you don't care about what

happens to your country or unless you
prefer communism to capitalism. Think
about it one and all, and do something
about it.
David S. Cluley '75

Breaking the code

hung up and picked up his red hot-line
phone.
An hour later a group of grim-faced
people were sitting in the office of the
secretary of the treasury who was pacing
up and down. "How did it happen?" he
shouted at the commissioner of internal
revenue. "You promised me that no one
Rich Burden's letter in the last issue of
would be able to make head or tail of the
the anchor (Dec. 5, 1975) was most
1974 return."
enlightening. Indeed, I had no insight to
The commissioner looked angrily at the
the amazing diversity of our school's paper;
director of FITF. "What happened, Mulliand the students' satisfaction in the
gan?,"
anchor's content.
i
"I don't know," said Mulligan. "Maybe
I, like yourself, feel that I speak for the
the soybean farmer is some kind of mathemajority of the campus when I say that the
matical nut. We tried the 1974 form out on
elimination of pages four and five would
10,000 people, including 1,000 IRS agents,
eliminate all that is readable save the
and not one of them understood it. It
satirical articles. On occasion, there exists
seemed foolproof."
articles of value beyond this centerfold
The secretary of the treasury walked
realm (Le., Mr. DeWeese's recent series).
over to his window. "Do you know what
however, this is the exception and npt the
this means? If a soybean farmer in Duluth
rule.
has the key to our 1040 returns that means
As for the diversity of the paper, I
other people will soon have it. We'll have
maintain that truth is relative, and to
millions of people filling out their own
compare- the anchor with the Holland
income tax forms. It could destroy every
Flashes might be an even up match. The
tax law and accounting office in the
truth is that once you get past Nykerk, the
country."
Pull and Homecoming this campus has very
The commissioner said, "It looks like
little printable news. This lack of diversity
we have no choice. We're going to have to
in the anchor is not, as t see it, a fault of
change the 1040 Form and make it so
editor's. I believe John has tried to
complicated that even H & R Block won't
make the paper more than just a wrapper
understand it. Can y o u do it. Mulligan?"
^ o r "Doonesbury."
"Yes sir," Mulligan replied. "But I'll
^ think this was made obvious by the
need more people."
Kennedy assassination story and the article
^ "Take anyone you want," the secretary
on that "mind crazing dnig" marijuana,
of the treasury said. "This has highest
Unfortunately, due to a lack of Biblical
priority.' The very fabric of the American
justification (the Bible doesn't speak of
tax system is at stake. I want daily reports
marijuana according to my Cruden's Conon your progress. I want that form to look
cordance), the student body reserved judglike the greatest bunch of gobbledygood
ment.
anyone has ever read."
Carl S. Ford.
The commissioner said, "We'll do it, sir.
By the time the new returns are sent out
there won't be five people in the country
t
Under the authority of the Student Communications and Media'
who will know how t o fill it o u t "
"Not five people!" the secretary said. "I
Committee, the anchor is published weekly, except during vacation,
don't
want anybody to understand it,
holiday and examination periods, by and for the students of Hope
including myself."
College, Holland, Michigan. Subscription price; $8 per year. Member,
Mulligan replied, "Don't wotry, Mr.
the Associated Collegiate Press. Printed by the Composing Room,
Secretary. When m y people get finished
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Office located on ground floor of Graves HalL
with it the American taxpayer won't even
Telephone 392-5111, extension 2285. The opinions on this page are
be able to find the right line for his name
not necessarily those of the Hope College student body, faculty or
and address."
administration.
The rest is history. As everyone who
received his 1040 Tax Form for 1975
Editor
Robert Eckert
Artist
U . . Karen Dimon
knows, FITF came up with a return that
Associate Editor
Barbara Brown
Cartoonist
Stoppels
defies imagination. The secretary was so
Assistant Editor
Karen Dimon
Business-Advertising.... John Van Zanten
pleased he presented Mulligan with the
Copy Editors
Suzanne Watterson
Subscriptions Manager
Tom Page
"U.S. Medal of Bureaucratic Balderdash
^
Ken Kutzleb
Reporters . . . Barb Brainard, Sanvne Orwig
with an Oak Leaf Cluster," the highest
Sports Editor
Mel Vandermolen
Terry Graham, Margie Johnson,
award the tax agency can bestow on an
Photography Editor
Terry Bosch
Tom McConnon, Many Darin IRS employee in peacetime.

Lack of diversity
on campus cited

WASHINGTON-Deep in the bowels of
the Internal Revenue Service building is a
large steel door with a sign outside of it
which says "Restricted Area-Authorized
Personnel Only." Two armed guards are stationed in front
of it and everyone who goes in and out is
checked twice. This special bureau called
FITF is in charge of devising Federal
Income Tax Forms that no one can understand. A staff of cryptographers and code
experts work day and night to devise new
methods of foxing the taxpayer so he will
be unable to fill out his 1040 Form.
Last May an IRS agent in the Minneapolis office started to go over the 1974
return of a soybean farmer in Duluth when
he sat up with a start. The form had been
filled out by the farmer himself and there
were no mistakes.
He immediately picked up his phone
and called the director of FITF.
"Sir," the agent said, "I think someone
has broken our 1040 code. I have a
soybean farmer in Duluth who filled out
his tax return without the aid of an
accountant or a tax lawyer."
"Are you sure it just wasn't an accident?" the director said.
"Certain, sir. He was even able to fill
out Part III 16 B which refers to Section D
Lines 12 (a) and 14 (c) by combining the
amounts shown on line 5 and 13."
"Oh my God," the director said. "Did
' he get Part V Question 40 by reducing his
gain on line 18 to the extent of the loss, if
any, on line 39, as referred to in Instruction K?"
"Perfectly, sir. It's as if he had our code
book in front of him while he was filling
out the f o r m " .
"I'll notify the commissioner and secretary of the' treasury at once." The director
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Music is a continually growing
process. In order to have a growth
of music, there must be people
willing to take risks in form,
willing to try and experiment with
new ideas and rhythms. With the
possible exception of AM radio,
the record industry has always
provided the listener with the best
of each different sound: blues,
pop, soft-pop, folk, etc. But in the
realm of jazz, there becomes a
fuzzy line which must be looked
at.
It seems that today, everyone
wants to get into the jazz act. Joni
Mitchell uses it, Bette Midler
brought it back to pop radio, and
Chuck
Mangione experiments
with it. The real jazz of Duke
Ellington and his cohorts has
become the intensified electronic
sound of Chick Corea and Darius
Brubeck. Today, people who want
good jazz with a bit of new ideas
thrown in either have to create
their own or try and dissemble
weird electronic sounds from real
notes.
Gino Vannelli, a FrenchCanadian cross between Frankie
Valli and The Modem Jazz Quartet, has experimented enough
with the notes and patterns of
jazz to come up with his album
Storm at Sunup. The fast-moving
pace that made jazz famous,
coupled with the mellow stringbrass sound that made artists such
as Stevie Wonder popular are
brought together to form a new
picture of what jazz can do.
Dissonance
and
changing

rhythms pervade throughout the
album, electric pianos and string
orchestration create a much fuller
sound than what other artists have
come up with. With the help ofms brother Joe, a group of musicians that include John J. Mandel
and Graham Lear ahd the fine
tuning of Herb Alpert, Vannelli
gives a rare performance of exquisite vocals matched by perfectly fit music.
There is a certain tightness
about the music which becomes
apparent from the first song to
the last. As if each note was
played separately to enhance the
others, the chords blend together
with no real problems of notes
sticking out or vocals not matching the undercurrent of sound.
This idea is most apparent on a
song called "Father and Son."
The piano behind Gino's voice
floats along on its own melody,
while Gino sings a vocal which is
three-quarters of the time at least
a seventh or ninth' above the
melody. Yet, because of the harmony which the two sounds,
create, the whole song comes
together in perfect blend.
Since the bulk of
-- the album
seems to be music, it is important
to see how the m u s i c is approached. By this, it is meant that
the music can be seen from many
different angles, especially with
the wide rhythms and souijds
which the Vannellis have brought
out. Their expertise in moving
from one idea to another is apparent on the first two cuts, "Storm

at Sunup" and "Love Me Now."
The former has two distinct
moods to it; the first is the storm
itself and the heavy clouds,
pounding rain and fast flashes of
lightning, while the second is the
sunrise and the more free feeling a
sunrise can bring. The music
moves from very slow, echoing
sounds to a faster run of saxophone and electric piano together.
From these two ideas comes
the third idea of the latter song. It
is more of a heavy beat, almost
pounding but eyenly tempered,
The three come together with a
flourish of percussion and guitar,
but this grandiose sound isn't rock
or heavy jazz. It is still the experimental light sound of the sunrise.
The reason Frankie Valli came

* America's love affair with synthetic materials for
clothing was moving into full swing. According to
an ad run by J. C. Penney Co., "Everyone is thrilling
over the new rayon undergarments."
^Apparently, a major in music wasn't always as
popular as it is now. In 1927 the Hope College
School of Music was advertising its credentials in the

The inmates who comprise the
membership of the Jaycees of the
State Penitentiary in McAlester,
Oklahoma have begun a project to
find people willing to correspond
with inmates who do not have
friends or relatives on the outside,
The
project, entitled "A
Brighter Day," is designed to
solicit college students willing to
write to these inmates. According
to George Smith, organizer of the
project, "We, the inmates, feel
that college students are at a time

."JM?

Fm

*The fast-mvoing world we live in took one of its
major steps forward in 1927. The anchor quoted a
New York Herald Tribune story which reported one
could travel from New York City to Los Angeles in
the blink of an e y e - 4 8 hours.
*The Holland Theater was showing Vaudeville
shows every Saturday and movies starring the likes
of Rin Tin Tin, Will Rogers and W. C. Fields.
*Last year's restoration of Hope's museum by
student John Smith wasn't the first time such an
effort was necessary. In 1927 Hope's Prof. Thompson was engaged in recataloguing specimens in "one
of the finest museums in the state of Michigan for a
school of its size." According to Thompson the
museum had been "sadly neglected of late, for some
inexplicable reason."
*The annual observance of Arbor Day was carried
on in the traditional manner of the senior class
planting trees. However, an anchor editorial criticized students for not attending the ceremonies. "It
is a pity that Nature was thus snubbed. Arbor Day
was previously honored by the wholesale planting of
trees, with the entire school attending. Now only
two trees are planted, with less than half the student
body witnessing the occasion. We Americans honor
the heroic dead each Memorial Day, but we disgrace
the living by denuding our country of her forest
dants."
An immigrant Bulgarian tailor's conviction that
there was oil beneath Muskegon because the area's
"crops faded out with great regularity in midsummer" finally culminated in the drilling for and
discovery of o i l
*The rivalry between sophomores and freshmen
extended into the media. A special sophomore
edition of the anchor was published that included

up in the analogy is due to Gino's
ability to create sound from
places where no one thought the
male human voice could go.
Superb, exciting, even unbelievable would not describe the
sound. He touches each note with
the force and vitality needed to
bring jazz out in vocal form.
Jazz, granted, is hard enough
to sing without trying to sing a la
Valli. But Gino's voice is clear,
flowing and moves from low to
high without hesitation. He sings
with a feel for the song that
makes the lyrics as important as
the melody
Since jazz has become the popular sound again, and since everyone is trying it out in their own
. what makes an album
such as this so good? The answer

in their lives, just as we are, t h a t .
they are planning their future,
peeking the best courses of action
and looking for a better world in
which to live." "There is nothing more discouraging or sad than the lack of
communication, with the outside
and receiving mail is one of the
most important things in an
1
inmate's Itfe," Smith said.
Some inmates at the peniten-

lies in the experiments and sounds
that the Vannellis create and put
together. Only once in a few years
does a group put out an album
which can be called "new," and
only once in a while does a group
put out an album which can be
called the "best" of that style,
Storm at Sunup has all the
feeling for jazz that the great
Duke would have liked to see
come out, and then goes one step
further: it shows a real insight for
lyrics that mean something, unlike the songs qf today which
are on the ^ top of the charts,
Gino Vannelli may not yet
be among the ranks of Miller,
Brubeck, Mangione, Clark and
Ellington; but that time will not
be long in coming.
\
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such things as a mental test for freshmen. Freshmen
are still looking for answers to questions such as
"When was the war of 1812 fought?" and "What
countries participated in the Spanish-American
War?"
*Despite what the anchor called "ultra confusion,"
women students in Voorhees Hall managed to douse
the flames of a small fire with pails, pitchers and
one small hose. The fire prompted the establishment
of regular fire drills. Each girl was taught to catch
up a wrap, save one valuable and run." Some girls
never left the building during the first fire drill
"because they could not make up their minds which
wrap to wear or which fellow's picture to take with
them."
Despite mild January weather which allowed construction on Dimnent Memorial Chapel to go ahead
of schedule, all did not always go well with the
project. "The inimical spirits hooked one of the
Memorial Chapel workmen on Friday,' the Thirteenth, when he dropped a stone block on his toe,
X&?!&*!-He said it in both English and Dutch for
the benefit of both nationalities of fellow workmen.

on Jan. 24 at 8 p.m. in WMU's
Miller Auditorium. Tickets are $4,
$5 and $6.
The play is set in a meeting hall
in Philadelphia in 1799 and takes
the form of a discussion among
the three politicians on such issues
of the day as slavery, the right to
vote, civil disobedience, morals
and marriage.

Poli. sci. honor
society chartered .
Hope has become the first private college in Michigan with a
chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, a
national political science honor
society.

HQ, HO, HO-Don't think they didn't have a sense
of humor in 1927.

tiary who are looking for correspondents are George W. Smith,
Jr., 85633; John Wood, 90390*
John Davis, 90847; Roy Allen
Purrley, 90429; Jimmie Phillips,
81192; James Lewis Potts, 83626;
and John Phillips, 8 2 6 4 0 . '
Letters should be addressed to
P.O. Box 97, McAlester, Oklahoma, 74501. Both the name and
number of the inmate should be
included in the address.

Play to be performed
next Sat. at WMU
Three major figures in the formation of America will visit
Westeai Michigan University in
Kalamazoo a week from tomorrow when Dana Andrews, Howard
Duff and Monte Markham star in
the play Together Tonight! Jefferson, Hamilton and Burr.
Written for the Bicentennial
year by Norman Corwin, the play
is scheduled for one performance

anchor.
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. "A local chapter of Pi Sigma
Alpha is a prestigious honor for
Hope," said Dr. James Zoeteway,
associate professor of political
science. ~
"Although there are presently
approximately 150 such chapters
through
is one
^ r o u g n the
tne nation,
nation, Hope
Hope is
one
^f only four schools so honored m
a
?,dt.theJ?niy non"Public
institution, he added.
Designed to stimulate interest
^.T. p
^ c t l v e scholarship in the
0
SOC1
^
. 9ovemment,
'
ety s
. P 11 ® 31 ^ activities in the
^ommg semester will mclude informal discussion meetings , and
more formal gatherings with recognized speakers.
Students who have completed
10 semester hours of work m
political science and have ttiaultained a minimum grade point

average of 3.0, both within the
political science department and
overall, are eligible for membership in the society.

Student to
give recital
Performing on both the gallery
and chancel organs, Richard Cadson will present his senior recital
Monday at 8 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
Carlson has been an organist in
the Tulip Time organ recitals for
three years, a recitalist during
summer school sessions in 1970
and 1972, and organist at Christmas Vesper* for three years.
In 1974 he won the organ
competition sponsored by the
Michigan Music Teachers Association and the North Central States
divisional competition of the National Music Teachers Association.

Start treating your
brothers and sisters like
• v i ' l • r rs and sisters.
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Disorder under heaven
/

notes from the PRC
by Garry Trudeau
"There is great disorder under
heaven, and the situation is excellent."
While most Maoist aphorisms
sound benign enough when they
first fall on Western ears, the real
meaning of Vice Premier Teng
Hsiao-Ping's opening night toast
was not lost on Gerald Ford.
The issue was Soviet detente,
and Teng was less subtle as he
went on to assert that "it is the
country which most zealously
preaches peace that is the most
dangerous source of war. Rhetoric
about detente cannot cover up the
stark reality of the growing danger
of war."
The 137 members of the
American press corps in attendance looked at each other in
astonishment. Had such a diatribe
been expected by U. S. officials?
Was this initial contentiousness to
be the hallmark of the four days
of talks which were to follow?
White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen looked unruffled as
these questions were put to him in
the privacy of the Min Zu Hot6l
elevator immediately following
the banquet. Yes, the President
had expected the Vice Premier's
remarks, o
Yes, he had been shown the
text in advance, but he had
decided against modifying the
text of his own toast. No, I don't
know the agenda for tomorrow's
talks. Excuse me, this is my floor.
That was the last we were to
see of the President's press secretary for the next three days.
There was no way of knowing it
at the time, but the official position of ttie U. S. from then on was
no position at all.
.
For reasons known only to

Ford's inner circle, and presumably the Chinese, a {total news
black-out had been lowered over
the talks. For 137 newsgatherers,
the Great Wait was on.
Fortunately, there were other
things to do. In the absence of
hard news, the Ford visit became
largely a telegenic affair, and the
networks could not be restrained.
As one CBS correspondent cheerfully observed, "This is a perfect
television story-no substance."
That assessment was belied
only once, and then most gloriously, on that triumphal afternoon when the First Lady slipped
out of her shoes and joined in #
joyful pas de deux at the Dance
School of the College of the Arts.
In those few moments of
magic, the Chinese in attendance
quickly learned what the American people had known all alongthat Betty Ford was a class act.
Not that her daughter was any
slouch. Up in the mountains north
of Peking, alpine network crews
huffed and puffed to keep up
with an impish Susan Ford as she
scampered around the ramparts of
the Great Wall capturing imaginary Huns on high-speed Ektachrome.
And fanned out through- the
city itself were still other
reporters, pretty much at liberty
to explore on their own (within
limits-ABC's Ted Koppel was
detained by police behind the
Peking Duck Restaurant and
"held without food and water for
five minutes").
But even in the absence of rigid
official constraints, most journalists were unhappily left with identical, colorless stories of a uniformly
polite
but
reticent
citizenry.

Sighed
Washington
Post
reporter Lou Cannon as he forlornly looked out the window of
Bus 138 at a kinetic mass of
undifferentiated gerbils, "I wish I
could think of another word for
teeming."
Why bother? "fhe Chinese like
their
classlessness, and selfexpression is discouraged in every
area of human endeavor, with the
sole exception of horn-honking.
There they excel-relentlessly.
The Chinese will honk at anything that moves, and most of
what doesn't. One old China hand
explained to us that honking
horns was a characteristic of all
developing countries, and that it
was likely to taper off with the
growth of the PRC's GNP.
We could hardly wait. After all,
nothing else was cooking, a point
that was underscored by Ron
Nessen's smoke-but-no-fire press
briefing which finally followed
the third day of head-to-heads.
His sole announcement, which
was repeated in response to any
and every question,' was that
Secretary of State Kissinger would
be on hand the following evening
for interrogation, and that we
should look to him,'not the White
House Press Office, for guidance
in matters of summitry.
Much grumbling ensued, but
24 hours later, Henry was produced as promised, and for
the better part of an hour gave
an impeccable recitation of mutually agreed upon adjectives.
"Significant," "constructive,"
"earnest," "candid," "good,"
"conducted in a friendly atmosphere." Detente? Wasn't really a
contentious issue. Taiwan? In
time. And that was that. On to
Indonesia.
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"Oh, Susan — I think the Chairman would-like to meet you..11

<4
"Oh, I loved it! I never expected it to be so
big.! — It must have really freaked out the
Huns!"

Now, I am given to understand
that briefings of this nature are
painfully familiar to press-corps
regulars, and in my estimation,
they
are - endured
primarily
because it feels so good when
they're over.
Beyond that, a Kissinger conference is generally acceded to be
a little more than a formal prelude
to the real work sessions-those
intimate
seminars
popularly
known as backgrounders.
Backgrounders, conducted for
the benefit of a handful of influential
reporters,
are
widelyregarded as the only practical
means by which Dr. Kissinger can
disseminate high-grade information, although many veteran
attendees have begun to suspect
that the Secretary simply has a
preference for lying to small
groups.
In any events when Pool # 2 9
reported to the press pit on Air
Force One the foUowing morning,
expectations were running feverishly high that the Great Wait was
finally over.
To ever-diminishing avail The
aft-section briefing that morning
was as nourishing as the cheesepaste and saltines lunch that followed, but the? attendant pool
report, cranked out and transmitted in the late hours of the
President's flight, was so rich in
comedic detail that few reporters
could bring themselves to complain.
I have subsequently talked at
length with one of the authors of
the dispatch, and what follows is
as candid a re-enactment of the
briefing as is possible to offer
without violating his confidence.

As a further precaution (since
even the most modest exposition
is offered at the peril of one's
standing at State), the rest of this
account is regretfully filed without byline.
In the absence of personal
accountability and interpretation,
I can only suggest that both literal
and
figurative
nuances
be
accorded more, weight than is nor-f
mally
granted
conventional
reportage. „
*

*

*

JAKARTA, Indonesia, Saturday, Dec. 6 - A i r Force One
streaked through the cloudless
skies of the equatorial regions of
the Western Pacific Basin, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger wandered back to the rear cabin for a
long and, in the pool's estimation,
remarkably expansive conversation.
At the insistence of reporters,
he made himself comfortable in
the cabin's one reclining chair,
and later, with the help of cabin
attendant Suzy Goodway, the
Secretary removed first one, and
subsequently both, of his dioes.
At first he chatted with reporters about matters that were not
significant, but this was expected,
and the. conversation was conducted in a friendly atmosphere.
Later, however, he called a halt
to the idle banter, and without
warning, the Secretary abruptly
changed modalities. With a twinkling of an eye, Henry Kissinger
became a senior American official
The pool reporters had seen it
many times before, but they never
ceased to be fascinated by the
Secretary's
dematerializadon.
Whereas one minute they had
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"I could have spread my wings...and done a thousand things..."

been chatting with Henry Kissinger in a friendly atmosphere about
matters that were not significant,
the next moment they found
themselves privy to the wisdom
and logic of the most powerful
senior official on earth. They were
on background.
The senior American correspondent from the New York
Times was the first to speak: "If
Ford is still president in 1977, will
the U. S. break relations with
Taiwan?"
"That's a totally subsidiary
issue," growled the senior American official by way of response.
"That's a really subsidiary issue."
The well-placed newsgatherer
from UPI followed up. What,
then, was the summit all about?
Could it be that the mere fact of
the meeting in Peking was useful
tq the U. S. in regard to the SALT
talks? If not, what had Kissinger
been referring to as the benefit of
the summit?
The official's lumpy and nondescript features arranged them-,
selves into a frown. He could not
speak for Kissinger, he replied,
but he certainly did not want to
give the impression that we were
playing a game-going to Peking
to bring leverage oh Moscow, and
then vice-versa
"But didn't the senior American official's entire public career
give that impression?," the reticent reporter from AP felt like
asking.
The senior American official
sensed his concern. It was time to
make his move. He leaned forward
and said very casually, "Perhaps
it's time for me to drop back into
the deep background mode."
DEE? background! La creme de
la creme! The reporters felt like

JAPAN STUDY gives
undergraduates the
chance to experience
1
lapan on many levels
•as a student
•living with a farm
& city family

This could be. the
opportunity that changes
your life. For more
information:

CLCA-ACM.
Program Director
iLQA-AGM Japan Study
Earlham College
Richmond. Indiana47374

smiling and laughing with joy and type up a transcript He looked up
punching each other on the arm. to see if the American position
Deep background was what made was through posturing. To his
it all worthwhile-it was com- surprise, glaring at him from
posed of perceptions so frank and across the aisle was the Secretary
candid that they were practically of State.
classified.
"Jim," said Henry, "I want to
In fact, deep background could see a copy of that transcript."
only be u s e d ' o n the reporter's
"Of course, Mr. Secretary."
*
*
*
own authority, as the United
States position was understood to
Four hundred and thirty miles
be. The reporters leaned forward to the southeast, suspiciously eyein their seats, so eager were they ing his third airline dinner served
to catch every word of the United in as many hours, the junior
States position.
American cartoonist began to
"As to post-Vietnam U . ' S . wonder what it was all about.
influence in Asia," the position
Although admittedly disorideclared solemnly, "Indonesia was ented by the perpetual twilight of
a disaster for the U. S., but we've his traveling conditions, he could
recovered from it better and more discern no logic in the Secretary's
rapidly than we t h o u g h t "
most recent use of diplomatic
The position leaned back and modalities.
smiled proudly, as if it had just
Moreover, Ford himself was
produced the crown jewels from beginning to show signs of serious
its flight bag. The faces of the flakiness, his departing remark to
three senior American journalists Vice Premier Teng at the airport
registered collective puzzlement- having been,' "Give my best to
this was deep background? Hadn't Chairman Mao."
The trip was turning into a
the Secretary of State already
affirmed that view publicly on nightmare, and it was not improvseveral occasions? What was the ing with age. Indonesia and the
American position trying to say Philippines were a blur to anyone
here, anyway?
who could keep his -eyes open.
The position,.perceived their The flight to Honolulu was
disappointment, but carried on as unmercifully long.
And while Secretary of State
if it had said something significant. "It is our impression that Kissinger flew off to Tokyo to
the Chinese will do nothing to give our Japanese allies an update
undercut our position in Southeast Asia. They're too preoccupied with Russia."
Again a pause. The well-placed
reporters were nonplussed. This
information was available at a
discount Why were they being
treated so shabbily? Deep background was beginning to look like
shallow foreground.
The American position, obviously disturbed by this reaction,
swirled uneasily in the shadows of
its own abstraction. It was time to
go for broke. It was time for deep
background with a vengeance,
what the President would call
"very, very, good, great deep
background." The position drew
itself up and began to speak in
terse, declarative sentences.
"Those who know the Chinese
would agree that they can be
bloody-minded
sons-of-bitches,
but they are serious. They pride
themselves on. the phrase, 'our
word counts.'"
The well-paid but undemourished correspondent from the/
New York Times snapped his
notebook closed in disgust.-If this
was all die American position
could offer, then be had better
"Good evening,
things to do.
flight back."
The boys on the charters
would be waiting-it was
to

Seven
on Sino-American relations, Ford sunrise in 39 hours, several blearyarrived in Pearl Harbor just in eyed reporters wondered amongst
time to lay a wreath in ceremonies themselves how anyone, at any
memorializing the thousands of time; could ever have feared invaAmericans who had died under a sion of the Americans from the
hail of Japanese bombs exactly 34 East.
years earlier.
Even allowing for a recupera"Times have changed," the tive stop at our coaling station in
President was heard to remark, American Samoa, by the time
and then took off to deliver w h a t v invading Occidentals arrived in
was billed as a major address to southern California, they would
the more than 600 dignitaries be too drained to do anything but
assembled at the University of flop, exhausted, on our shores,
Hawaii East-West Hall.
where they could be easily overThere were few surprises. To powered by small, unarmed
his credit, Mr. Ford again man- schoolchildren.
aged to create local suspense when
The polpr invasion route would
he wrestled with the inflections of be even more ill-advised, as that
the dreaded "hegemony," but would mean contending with our
since most of the press corps had "first line of d e f e n s e ' - n o t the
been working at a dead run for antiquated SAC bombers lined up
the better part of nine days, there in frozen silence outside the Big #
was considerably more snoozing Hangar in Fairbanks-but the *
than snickering as the President thousands of leather-faced pipeunveiled his new Pacific Peace line welders, who would savagely
Package (the substance of which repel any attempts to interfere
was a reaffirmation of our endur- with their God-given right to
ing affinity for small Asian police make $184 an hour.
states).
"Sleep soundly, America,"
Four hours later he was air- thought the weary cartoonist as
borne again, press planes follow- his plane touched down on a
ing after in what was the final leg snowy gray dawn at Andrews Air
of an incredible 27,000 mile show Force Base, "There may be great
of stamina.
disorder under heaven, but the
As we closed in on our third situation could be worse."
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"I'm glad you like the parade, Mr. President'
you paid for it."
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The talks were significant. Have a nice
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Veenstra leads Calvin to 60-57 victory over Hope

Sight

Hope College anchor

"If only we had rebounded
better."
"If only the refs had seen
things as we saw them."
."If only we had stopped Veenstra."
"If only we could have put two
good halves together."

The laments of Hope students
were heard once again on Wednesday night due to a heartbreaking
60-57 loss to the Calvin Knights.
Fresh from their victory in the
Suncoast Classic, the Dutchmen
carried a commanding lead in the
early stages of the contest, only to
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see it wiped out by a furious
second-half
Calvin
comeback
sparked by Knight center Mark
Veenstra.
With 13:10 left in the first
half, Hope moved into a 15-14
lead, a lead that was not relinquished until late in the game.

from the sidelines

Divine intervention?
by Mel Vandermolen
Does it always have to end this way? Is there any
rational explanation for what happened? How can a
team which dominated play for almost three quarters of a game score only two points in 12 minutes?
Is it fathomable that a team which is averaging 78.5
points per game and which boasts four players who
average double figures would be able to account for
a paltry 19 points in an entire half?
How could everyone get cold at once, just when
the other team gets hot and runs off 21 deadly
tallies? How can Mark Veenstra, after air-balling his
first three shots and looking so confused in the
opening minutes that he tried to tip in a missed
Hope shot, end up scoring 33 points? Does God like
Calvin better?
Wednesday night I witnessed one of the most
amazing reversals I have ever seen in sports. The
Hope Dutchmen took an early lead against the
Knights of Calvin and dominated play throughout
the first half and the opening minutes of the second.
And then it happened. Everything fell apart all at
(Mice. With the Dutch sporting a healthy 45-33 lead,
Calvin, looking extremely disoriented, called a time
out. Twleve minutes later the scoreboard told an
astonishingly different tale. Calvin 5 4 - H o p e 47.
Hope was not about to give up and pulled to
within a single point with a minute to go but they
succumbed in the end, falling to the Knights 60-57.
I have watched turnarounds before but rarely
have I seen one which was so devastating in
rendering a team so frustratingly powerless. Hope
had been doing everything well except rebounding,
and suddenly could do nothing. The Dutch began to
get flustered as they frantically tried to penetrate an
abruptly unyielding Knight defense. Shots which
should have gone in circled the rim once or twice
and decided against it. Turnovers came more frequently as Hope looked somewhat bewildered.
Rebounds were harder to get than points. And
getting points was impossible.
- .
Although its magnitude was unusual, the turnaround itself was not. This was evident in the stands

r

Wednesday evening as the Hope rooters displayed
varying degrees of cautiousness in dreaming of a
Dutch victory. The freshmen and sophomores were
the least inhibited in expressing their view that we
held an insurmountable lead which would assure us
of triumph.
The juniors were somewhat more restrained,
while the seniors and graduates, although maintaining hgpe, were almost skeptical. They had seen this
too often in the past to count victory until the final
buzzer sounded. In fact, they had seen little else, for
Wednesday's defeat marked the sixteenth straight
loss to Calvin.
Calvin's dominance over Hope is not limited to
just the varsity level. Last year the Dutchmen's
junior varsity squad squared off against their Knight
counterparts three times. And three tiijies they were
defeated by a single point. In Wednesday's preliminary game the score, perhaps mercifully, was
not nearly that close.
What is unnatural about Calvin's win streak is not
the length, for numerous examples can be cited
where one team dominates another year after year.
Rather, the abnormality lies in the manner in which
victory has so often been achieved. Only on rare
occasions in the last 16 meetings has Calvin controlled the game from start to finish. Instead 4he
contests are either see-saw battles or, as in the case
of Wednesday's game, Hope-dominated, forcing
furious Calvin comebacks.
It is the frequency and miraculous nature of
these comebacks which leads one to wonder if,
indeed, there might not be some form of divine
intervention in these contests. After all is it natural
for one team to beat another three times in one
season by a total of three points? Especially when
you consider that two of those victories were
accomplished with last second desperation shots,
the imagination tends to run wild.
But take heart. If God is playing tricks on us, all
is not lost; The Calvin domination cannot last
forever, The world must end sometime.

WHERE WOULD you

The Dutchnten, paced by Jim
Holwerda and Chris Peterson with
16 points apiece, increased their
edge to as many as 11, and when
they left the floor at halftime
they enjoyed a 39-31 lead.
Following intermission, Hope
forced a Calvin time-out by moving in front, 45-33. The Dutchmen then struck a long, dry spell
that cost them the ballgame, as
they were outstored in the next
12 minutes by a 21-2 count.
This drought occurred for several reasons; Dwayne Boyce was
plagued by fouls, Dwight Maliepaard completely shut down Holwerda, and Peterson spent much
of the time span on the bench.
Hope was unable to retrieve its
own shots, while Calvin coUected
the majority of its points on
second and third efforts.
With the Knights ahead 54-47,
the Dutchmen finally got unpacked and reeled off five straight
points to pull with 2.

With 1:10 remaining, the
Dutchmen closed the gap to 1
when Peterson connected on a
jumper. When VanPemis rebounded a missed Calvin shot, the
Dutchmen called a time-out with
44 seconds to go and set up a play
to Peterson.
His jumper was off the mark,
however, and, Calvin rebounded
and called time. Veenstra tipped
in a missed free-throw with seconds remaining to close out the
scoring.
Veenstra topped the victorious
Knights with 33 points, while
Peterson and Holwerda paced the
Dutchmen with 26 and 20 points,
respectively. Despite outplaying
Calvin for most of the contest,
Hope nevertheless lost for the
sixteenth straight time to the
Knights.
"
The Dutchmen entertain the
Alma Scots Saturday night in
their MIAA home opener.

HI, MOM! Like a youngster in a Sunday school program, this Concordia
player just can't resist making his presence known. But rambunctiousness doesn't score points; Hope defeated the Cougars 72-71.
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